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SAVA makes it easy to find quality cannabis for your needs.
We offer a curated cannabis collection delivered to your
door, along with the support and education you need to use
cannabis for wellness and pleasure.

PUBLISHER’S LETTER
Welcome to Oov Lifestyle!
My journey with Oov Lifestyle began long before the creation of this magazine. Believe it or not, it actually started with
my entrance into motherhood.
When I learned I was pregnant with my first child, I knew
I wanted my experience to be “different.” At the time, I had no
idea what that even meant. I just knew I wanted a personal experience in which my husband and I could connect in a deep,
transcending way.
During my pregnancy, someone suggested a documentary called The Business of Being Born produced by Ricki Lake
and Abby Epstein. My husband and I settled in later that same
evening and began ingesting this film that would change the
entire course of my life and existence. The Business of Being
Born empowered both of us to ask questions and make decisions that were best for us, not everyone else.
My first home birth was challenging, yet transformational.
It tested me in ways that I cannot describe in words. It was the
purest form of raw and unfiltered beauty. Professor Barbara
Rothman once said, “Birth is not only about making babies.
Birth is about making mothers… strong, competent, capable
mothers who trust themselves and know their inner strength.”
Postpartum was difficult, as it often is in this society. Our
system is not set up to support families, especially during such
vulnerable and sensitive times. Not having a strong community
to learn from, confide in and find solace in was a fast road to
postpartum depression. I realized I needed the support of a
strong sisterhood. As I began to come out of the darkness of
postpartum depression, my desire to build a community became stronger and Alternative Mothers Group was born.
The friendships formed in those early years of AMG were
deep and meaningful. We were all on a similar journey. Although we came from different backgrounds and made different choices, we were bound by one common thread: the desire
to live consciously, take back our power and come together as
a community.
I propelled myself into the birth and postpartum world. I
was inspired and moved by those making real change,
especially doulas and midwives. Giving back to the community
through doula work was my calling at that time. I learned how
to build a business and created a successful practice, which
later led me to support the opening of our first freestanding

tool to combat postpartum depression and other physical and
mental illnesses. As I learned more about the incredible benefits of this plant, I found myself compelled to create a platform
where anyone could share stories and readers could access relatable, thoughtfully curated information through www.oov.life.
When I received confirmation from the Weed the People
outreach team — another film collaboration between Lake
and Epstein — about the desire to collaborate, it was as if the
universe nudged me to continue down this path. These two
women were once again making a huge impact on my life. Had
I not watched The Business of Being Born almost 10 years ago,
I may not be where I am today. Just like pregnancy and birth,
growing Oov Lifestyle has been a challenging, yet transformational experience. Both made me stronger and prepared me
for this journey I’m currently on.
Many people ask me, “What does Oov stand for?” Simply
put: they are my initials. This is my journey and you all are my
community. Together, we are learning all we can about this
plant, its powers and, most importantly, ours.
Love & Light,

birth center in Marin County, California.
As my husband and I continued down the path of holistic
health and wellness, I started experimenting with cannabis and
reintroduced it into my life. I began to ask myself why there
is so much stigma attached to a plant. As I began to explore
these questions, I often wondered if cannabis could be a good
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THE MORE YOU KNOW

According to a study
done by New Frontier
Data and Women Grow,
57 percent of cannabis
companies are majorityowned by women.

Cannabidiol (CBD) has been getting a
lot of attention and is accessible in many
states, even those with strict medical
marijuana laws. CBD is 100 percent
non-psychoactive, meaning it doesn’t
produce the “high” that THC is known
for. It might not get you high, but CBD
can improve mental and emotional
health when used therapeutically.

It is 100 percent impossible
to overdose or die from THC.
Cannabis use can be fatal, but a person would
have to smoke 800 joints in one sitting. Even
then, the death would be a result of toxicity
from carbon monoxide poisoning and would
have nothing to do with cannabis.

When compared to
white people, African
Americans are 3.73
times more likely to face
cannabis charges in the
United States, according
to a 2013 ACLU report.

Sativa cannabis strains produce energetic, cerebral
effects, making these strains excellent for social
gatherings and encouraging creativity and productivity.
Indica strains, however, produce sedating effects,
making these strains ideal for relaxation and restfulness.
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Driven by a Superior Experience
Premium California Cannabis Oils • 100% Organic • Effects-Based Formulas
www.silkroadbrand.com | @TheSilkRoadBrand | hi@silkroadbrand.com

THE VILLAGE

I support cannabis because...

“Cannabis is something I
consume every so often. For
the last three years, I lived in
a house my mother-in-law
owned, and she is 500 percent
against cannabis. To make
things even more interesting,
I’m now living with her. She
knows how I feel about it, but
we just agreed to disagree.
But whenever I’m hanging out
with friends at their houses,
we normally smoke.”
– @_katrinanutter

“...I was raped at 12 and I started seeing
therapists...and was put on prescription
medication. I was on and off pills until
I was 20, when I decided it was enough.
They weren’t for me. I felt like a robot, no
sex drive and my anxiety and depression
were just getting worse. I have accepted
that PTSD is something that does not
go away. Instead I learned better ways
to cope. Cannabis helps me control my
emotions, anxiety and it calms my nerves,
while still letting me be in the moment.
Especially now that I am a mother.”
– @wholetmebeamom

"CANNABIS REPLACED
PAXIL FOR ME. I CONSUME
DAILY AND I FEEL MUCH,
MUCH BETTER THAN I EVER
DID ON PAXIL."
– @AMBERLOUSHOE

“I use daily micro-servings of cannabis to manage chronic pain and anxiety. It
fuels my creativity and deepens my connections, all while helping me to be a
better wife, mother, friend and businesswoman. For me, it’s simple: cannabis
calms the chaos on my pathway to homeostasis!”
– @mskindnessb
10
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Ancient wisdom meets modern research.
Phytocannabinoid rich hemp oil with all the plant’s green goodness nutrients, vitamins, minerals, and proteins- without the THC.

www.shopgreenwitch.com | @shopgreenwitch

THE VILLAGE
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a day in the life of...

Renee Byrd
@willfrolicforfood

MEET RENEE
Renee Byrd is the creator of Will Frolic For Food, a blog
dedicated to vibrant plant-based recipes, holistic living and
advice for sensitive souls. She is also a photographer, hatha
yoga instructor and amateur herbalist. Renee is an advocate
for using adaptogens and herbal remedies as part of a daily
wellness practice, and she has years of experience working
with these plants. Will Frolic for Food has been featured by
the Food Network, Better Homes and Gardens, Alive, Food52,
Self, Seventeen, BuzzFeed and many more.

MORNING RUSH

RENEE BYRD ON SELF-CARE

What is your routine as soon as you open your eyes?

Coffee: I usually make a bulletproof-style latte with ghee,

RB: Hit the snooze button, cuddle with my husband for a

CBD-infused coconut oil, maca and reishi, blended not

while before forcing myself to get out of my comfy bed and

stirred. My husband is a coffee roaster, so we use whatever

do breakfast things.

beans he’s just roasted.

Are you a morning person?

Skin Saviors: Rosewater spray, raw honey face masks a few

RB: I always look forward to my mornings, which are usually

days a week, Weleda’s Everon lip balm, Eminence Marine

pretty slow and quiet. I get really grumpy if I have to do

Flower Peptide eye cream (amazing for dark circles and

anything work-related before 9 a.m.

drastically improves dry skin).

What’s on your nightstand right now?
RB: A pink salt lamp, a few unlined journals and crystals.
Always a stack of books: a mix of poetry, spirituality,
herbalism, psychology and fantasy fiction.

Her Pearly Whites: Natural toothpastes and The Natural
Dentist Healthy Gums mouthwash (magic)! Occasionally, I
brush with bentonite clay to combat stains.
Breakfast: Usually just my latte, sometimes a free-range egg
or half an avocado (with sea salt and Old Bay Seasoning).

Where are you off to?

I’ve been doing intermittent fasting until 11 a.m., so I don’t

RB: When I’m not [writing] my blog from home, I’m usually

have much [of an] appetite for breakfast these days.

heading out to teach or take a yoga class, swim at my gym’s
rooftop pool or grab a bite to eat somewhere. On weekends
I’m usually scouting out new portrait locations or hanging at
the farmers market.

Supplements: Concentrated curcumin supplement,
B-complex and vitamin D3, CBD oil, ashwagandha tincture,
theanine and flower essences.
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STRAIN REVIEW

BY JESSIE GONZALEZ OF @THEMOMMYJANE

APPLE FRITTER STRAIN

PLANETARY STRAIN

APPLE FRITTER STRAIN

Spend an evening in a moonage daydream with this

Set your day on “high” this holiday season with a

intergalactic strain. Planetary OG will heal your body

scrumptiously sweet strain guaranteed to take your

from your head right down to your bones. Put some

stress away and get the creative juices flowing: a

Tibetan singing bowls in your earbuds, light the room

sativa-dominant hybrid that goes by the appropriately-

with your favorite candles and surround yourself with

appealing name of Apple Fritter. There are few strains

some healing crystals to set the tone for a night of

as delicious and comforting as the colorful buds of this

heavy healing. When celestial parents Mars Kush and

relaxing concoction. A cross between popular pain-

Jupiter OG collide in this indica-dominant strain, a

relieving Sour Diesel and super-cerebral Cinderella 99,

cosmic combination of euphoria and a body-tingling

these powers combine to create a true full body treat!

high is created that will send your stress and pain
straight to the stars.

first time, it’s like opening a pink bakery box of terpenes.

One whiff of this resinous plant will prepare your

Beta-myrcene is abundant in this particular strain and

body for liftoff. Don’t be fooled by its extraterrestrial

lends this fruity treat its sweetly addicting aroma and

name, because this strain smells and feels like it

relaxing effects. Countering the couch-lock potential

came straight from earth’s own spongy forest floors.

is tangy limonene, giving consumers that sour apple

Smelling of rich mud, dank moss and damp pine

sensation when sniffing this uplifting strain.

trees, myrcene and pinene are clearly the dominant

With a crispy hard shell of bright green on the

terpenes hidden in the calyx of this crystalized bud,

outside, sprinkles of fine orange hairs creeping

working together to give you a full body high and

through each encrusted leaf and a generous dusting of

relaxation.

trichomes, this bud has a glazed look and feel. When

With a coat of moon-white trichomes

you break open the hard outside, like an apple fritter,
this strain has a juicy center. You will definitely be licking

stardust. Long, orange pistils extend their feelers,

sticky fingers after you get your hands on this euphoric

attempting to make contact with the humanoid

strain. Trust me when I say that with each sugar-coated

destined to soon feel aligned with the stars. Space

puff, Apple Fritter tastes as good as it looks and smells.
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Tip: To preserve its amazing apple flavor, be sure

JASON GONZALEZ

protecting this hairy space bud, it sparkles like

suit not included.
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The minute your nose meets Apple Fritter for the

LOOSE LEAF HERBAL SMOKE BLENDS
MIX WITH CANNABIS - HERBAL SPLIFF • SMOKE BY ITSELF - GOODBYE TOBACCO

HERBALBLEND.CO
herbalblendco

HerbalBlend.co

STRAIN REVIEW
this sensational strain, because this female is strong
as hell!

AMNESIA HAZE STRAIN
Last minute holiday preparations got you feeling in
a holi-daze? Give yourself tidings of comfort and joy
and a long-lasting high with award-winning strain
Amnesia Haze. Sure to put everyone on the “good”
list this year, this uplifting bud will do everything but
wrap the presents for you! So grab the shamash, your
stack of holiday cards and start wishing everyone the
same cheer you will feel after you light up more than
just the menorah.
At first glance, you can see that these flowers are
merry and bright! Lime green leaves and tangerine
hairs wrap this Haze tightly, as a sprinkling of snowy

AMNESIA HAZE

trichomes dust our noses with the citrusy sweet
aroma of limonene and earthy myrcene. These
energizing fragrances let our bodies know that there

to enjoy this bud at 340 degrees if you’re using a

is something wonderful waiting for us inside: a gift

vaporizer, or on the lowest temperature setting if

that truly keeps on giving to all senses.

you’re dabbing. This tip works for all fruit strains!

Contrary to its name, Amnesia Haze is an
ideal strain for focus and creativity. It is also body-

BOMBERRY STRAIN
There are plenty of reasons to love a rainy day inside:
couch-bound, candles ablaze and buried in a book
or a marathon of Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt.
One more sweet addition to this mix is a strain best

numbing enough to ease physical pain without
putting you out for the day. This is a wonderful strain
for day, nighttime and especially for get-things-done
time. You’ll be able to make that list, check it twice
and still have time to fry up some latkes!

saved for days like these: Bomberry, an indica-heavy
hybrid of social creeper Shiskaberry crossed with
heavily intoxicating Romulan. This strain was made
to enhance your lazy day experience and ease your
muscle pain. Goodbye menstrual cramps, hello
Bomberry!
In this unique ambrosial bud, you can smell
a good couch-lock and some mind-bending fun
coming from nectarous linalool and pungent pinene.
This wonderful balance of body and mind keeps
Romulan’s notorious paranoia at bay, which will give
you the mental break you deserve and quite possibly
a nap as well.
Brilliant trichomes surround the outside of this
swirly-looking bud, while orange hairs serpentine
through the flower’s leafy greens, reaching toward
your nose and giving you more to look at than just
the TV screen. Crack open its dense buds and savor

16
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BOMBERRY STRAIN

Tools for Self Care
to Amplify Your Wellness Journey
inspired by Mother Earth
Home of the INDA Pipe Necklace

WWW.INDACREATIONS.COM
ENJOY 10% OFF WITH CODE: OOVLIFE

top stash picks

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVES,

Kyra?
@kyrious

THE LEVO II INFUSER
The LEVO II is designed exclusively for infusing
botanicals into oil and butter. No more messy straining
or clean up, allowing you complete creative freedom
over your recipe. www.levooil.com, $349.99

POTLI WILDFLOWER HONEY
Potli is a raw, USDA organic, Grade A wildflower honey,
thoughtfully balanced with cannabis. Every jar is one of
100 in its batch, and contains all the benefits of THC or
CBD coupled with the healing, ayurvedic properties of
natural honey. Grown and bottled in Northern California.
www.getsava.com, $67

from day...
18
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...to night
MALIN + GOETZ
CANNABIS PERFUME OIL
Malin + Goetz oil-based cannabis
fragrance pairs peppery notes with
citrus and wood to create a unique and
unexpected scent that lasts.
www.malinandgoetz.com, $52

ROSEBUD CBD OIL
From farm-to-doorstep, Rosebud full spectrum
CBD oil is grown under the Oregon sun with no
pesticides, herbicides or solvents. Free of fillers,
additives, flavorings and preservatives.
www.rosebudcbd.com, $55 for 350 mg

DOSIST AROUSE PEN
Designed to relax your mind and body,
the dosist arouse pen uses a precise
terpene blend featuring linalool and
farnesene to help you feel aroused and
enhance your excitement naturally.
www.dosist.com, $100 for 200 dose

ALISSA LAURIE (ROSEBUD)
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book nook

Charlo Greene’s

F*ck It: A Guide to
Letting Go & Living Free
BY ANNE-MARIE FISCHER

I

f you’re one to furiously make notes

life was like after her “fuck it” moment:

regrets and failures, and follows up her

in your Elizabeth Gilbert, Brené Brown

“I dove head first into a justice reform

story with what she has learned.

or Rachel Hollis books, pick up the

campaign that my community was not

Greene accompanies her story with

hard copy version of F*ck It: A Guide

ready for. Had I known the political

hard cannabis facts, including poignant

to Letting Go & Living Free by Alaska’s

backlash I would face, the SWAT raids,

anecdotes about cannabis being used

cannabis queen Charlo Greene, a high-

the hateful attacks on my character, and

as a tool for oppression and import-

lighter, your favorite pen and a joint to

the 10 felonies and four misdemeanors

ant strides made in the legal cannabis

do the same.

for my advocacy, I definitely would have

space. Greene is a tough critic of canna-

approached things differently.”

bis and rightfully so.

This book is more than just a focus
on cannabis. It is a biography, a guide to

Her story isn’t simply a didactic

She’s currently facing up to 54

cannabis, a testament to fierce warrior-

retelling of events of her cannabis

years if convicted for her role in can-

hood and includes many inspirational

goals. Rather, the book reads as a self-

nabis. The cannabis community deems

messages that you would find in the

help book (but doesn’t feel like one)

this a “wrongful incarceration.” You can

easily-relatable “self-help” section.

as Greene brings you on her journey

follow Charlo’s fight for her life at www.

towards recovering from life-shattering

charlogreene.com, where she shares

appearance that caused waves in and

The title pays homage to Greene’s

events, naming herself “public enemy

her progress on her legal trials with her

outside the cannabis community, when

number one.”

followers.

she made her jaw-dropping move of

After recreational legalization,

If anything, this book serves as a

saying, “Fuck it, I quit” while on nation-

she writes, “Lil ol’ me was the enemy,

testament to get up, go and put your-

al TV. She was reporting on the Alaska

despite the number of other people

self out there. Do something that means

Cannabis Club, which she was also the

profiting off all of my viral sacrifice and

something even if it means personal

president of at the time. She left her

the hard work that followed to get past

sacrifice. This is her manifesto. You can

career to pursue cannabis.

legalization.”

bet we stand behind you, Charlo.

“Leading up to that point was a

If this isn’t a guide to getting off

long and sad history of using cannabis

your ass after a giant fall, we don’t know

as a tool for oppression not just in Alas-

what is.

described in F*ck It.
In her book, Greene shares what

20
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F*ck It is full of laughs, tears, cries

Go & Living Free visit www.amazon.

and raw honesty. Greene doesn’t hold

com/Guide-Letting-Go-Living-Free-eb-

back on what she considers her biggest

ook/dp/B07D9393K5.

NINO BEIGE

ka, but the United States as a whole,” as

To purchase F*ck It: A Guide to Letting

CANNABIS-INFUSED HERBAL TEAS

Adult Use: A12–18–0000034

do it yourself

MAKE YOUR OWN CANNABIS TINCTURES
BY GILLIAN LEVY OF HUMBOLDT APOTHECARY

B

efore the invention of modern analgesics
like Advil, cannabis tinctures were a wildly

Cannabis tinctures can be made in your

occurs when the raw cannabis is heated over

own kitchen with minimal processing. They

a period of time in order to convert the acid

popular treatment for a range of ailments. As

are traditionally made by using alcohol as

form of these compounds.

the demand for herbal concentrates fell and

a solvent because alcohol preserves and

pill-popping gained traction, the once-beloved

extracts an array of medicinal elements more

STEP 2: Start with flower or sugar trim and

cannabis tincture seemed to have disap-

successfully than water does. Try to find

grind in a food processor or coffee grinder to

peared. Now, cannabis tinctures are back with

the highest alcohol proof available, as it will

expose more surface area to your solvent of

some added bonuses: they’re discreet, effec-

extract the cannabinoids more readily. Cane,

choice. If you want to decarboxylate, spread

tive and you can make them all by yourself!

grape or grain alcohols are highly recom-

your ground material on an aluminum-lined

TINCTURE 101:

mended, but vodka would also work in a

baking sheet and place in the oven. Because

pinch.

CBD and THC have different boiling points

A tincture is a concentrated liquid herbal

(the temperature at which they are converted

extract and a convenient way to consume

STEP 1: Decide if you want your tincture

cannabis because it is compact and requires

to be made from raw or activated THC and

ture and time based on the predominant can-

no further preparation. Ingesting cannabis this

CBD. In their raw form, both cannabinoids are

nabinoid in your chosen strain. These general

way is a favorite method for many because

non-psychoactive and have a ton of medicinal

guidelines will work well for most plants:

it is easily digested and absorbed into the

uses. If you prefer the “active” forms, you can

bloodstream.

decarboxylate your cannabis. Decarboxylation

into their active forms), choose the tempera-

• THC: 60 minutes at 240 degrees Fahrenheit
• CBD: 90 minutes at 290 degrees Fahrenheit

STEP 3: Once your ingredients are in your
desired form, place in a glass jar and cover the
grounds with alcohol so none of the plant is
exposed to air. Place a lid on the tincture and
shake the mixture for a few minutes. Then,
store the tincture in a dark room and shake
daily for 2-4 weeks.

STEP 4: When you’re ready, spread a muslin
or cheesecloth over a metal strainer. Place
the strainer in a bowl and pour the tincture
through. Gather your cloth and squeeze as
much of the liquid as you can into the strainer.

STEP 5: Pour the strained liquid back into the
glass jar or use a funnel to pour it into smaller
glass bottles with droppers. Your tincture will
keep for 2-3 years in this form.

Add your tincture to tea, mocktails or into any
recipe of your choosing! Tag us @oovlifestyle
to show off your homemade tinctures and the
goodies you’re making with them!

22
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www.frankieandmyrrh.com

SUSAN KRIPLING

WEED THE PEOPLE:

R
Shifting the
Stigma on
Cannabis

icki Lake and Abby Epstein are in the business
of revolution. Ten years ago, the dynamic
duo produced and directed the trailblazing

documentary The Business of Being Born, which
challenged and critiqued the maternity healthcare
system in the United States. Fast-forward to a
decade later, Lake and Epstein released yet another
groundbreaking film, Weed the People, that’s
spotlighting another disputed issue in the country:
medical cannabis.
Following the journeys of families who have

children battling cancer, Weed the People sheds light
on the plant’s cancer-killing properties, and how it has
impacted the lives of these young patients. Currently,
very little research has been conducted surrounding
cannabis’ healing properties, as it’s still considered a
Schedule 1 drug by the U.S. government. As viewers
watch this riveting documentary unfold, the film poses
this main question: “If weed is truly saving lives, why
doesn’t the government want people to access it?”
Not only does Weed the People open doors for
Americans to create a conversation about this healing
herb, but it also shows how humans should have the
legal right to use cannabis as a medical alternative if
they so choose. If one thing’s for certain with Weed the
People, it’s this: Lake and Epstein’s filmmaking magic
is helping to shift the stigma on a controversial topic
once again.

Weed the People has been referred to as “the inconvenient

Christian started researching cannabis as an alternative

truth of cannabis.” What do you hope to achieve on the

treatment for his migraines and other health issues. Suddenly,

political front by bringing the issue of medical cannabis for

a whole world opened up that included oils, topicals and

children with cancer to the mainstream through this film?

other non-smokable options. We learned about CBD and all

We don’t use an issue-driven approach to create our

these medical applications that were really mind-blowing. As

films or have a political “goal” in mind. All our films tend to

the market became more sophisticated, we were both able to

spring from our personal journeys and focus on amplifying

find products that we liked as well.

voices, which are not being heard. With Weed the People, we

Additionally, Ricki and her husband Christian did a lot

hoped to demystify the idea of cannabis as this “evil weed”

of research to help a little girl with NF-1 (a condition where

by showing desperate parents, who are using it to heal their

tumors grow in children) and that started the journey to the

children. Because we focus on children, much of the stigma

film.

around the plant is erased and it allows people to open their
minds to how something they’ve considered a dangerous

Weed The People is about the very personal journeys of

drug could actually be a powerful healing agent.

families with children facing cancer. There was undoubtedly
a roller coaster of emotions while filming. Can you share

When screening Weed the People at SXSW, you said

some anecdotes or experiences you found particularly

that you had minimal exposure to cannabis prior to your

moving, difficult or inspirational?

advocacy work. Are you willing to elaborate on the place

Probably the most difficult experience was deciding to

of cannabis in your life, work and relationships prior to the

document AJ Peterson and his family. AJ, 6, was diagnosed

Weed the People journey?

with a terminal tumor on his brainstem (DIPG) and given a

Neither of us were frequent cannabis users in the

prognosis of months to live. We helped this family navigate
coming from Chicago to California to get AJ medicine, which

or medicinal benefits. Of course we both have friends and

was a long, complicated process in itself that we did not

family members who do use it regularly and never saw any

include in the film. Although we always held out hope for AJ,

particular downside to that lifestyle. Our relationship to

we knew that he was in a different situation than the other

cannabis evolved a bit around 2012 when Ricki’s husband

children in the film who had cancers which were possible
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past. We were both also pretty ignorant to any wellness

to survive. Ultimately, the Petersons were completely left

How can members of our “Oovment” and members of the

without options and doctors had essentially sent them home

general public take action when they feel empowered to

to wait for their child to die. We felt it was really valuable to

spread the same message about medical cannabis that you

show that sometimes cannabis just gives people hope and

do in Weed the People?

improves the quality of their final days, which can be just

We hope that the film will go on to be a tool for people

as important as a “cure.” In the end, his parents were so

to educate their friends and family about the medical

grateful that they were able to make the journey and feel that

potential of cannabis — much in the same way that The

they did everything possible for him.

Business of Being Born helped people understand that
natural birth wasn’t “crazy” or “illegal.” We’d love Oov

We know that Weed the People has been integral in

readers to support Weed the People by sharing about the

educating people about medical cannabis, and its potential

film and hosting community and educational screenings

for fighting cancer. Tell us some anecdotes of events,

wherever possible. We have so many tools on our website for

meetings or strides you have made in your advocacy work

people to support the film.

since releasing the film.
One of the most exciting screenings was in Oklahoma

We want readers to know that we were inspired to make
the film because we feel everyone has the right to choose

City, weeks before their June 2018 vote on medical marijuana.

their own path to healing and have access to ALL the holistic

Oklahoma is probably the most conservative state in the

options, not just those offered by Western medicine. We feel

country, and we weren’t sure what to expect. Members of the

that access to cannabis has truly become a human rights

audience said their minds were turned “180 degrees” on the

issue.

issue after watching the film. After Oklahomans passed the
medical marijuana bill, many of them credited the movie and
the press that we did for pushing public opinion.
We were also invited to London to screen the film for
Parliament in July, and that screening was also extraordinary.

Weed the People opened in select theaters on October 26.

Cannabis has much more of a stigma in the U.K. than in the

For more information or to find an upcoming screening, visit

U.S.

www.weedthepeoplemovie.com.
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oov Travels:

the bay area
SUMMARIZED BY NICOLE FONZINO

T

he Bay Area is one of the most sought-after destinations worldwide. Home to scenic
streets, world-class eateries, iconic landmarks and, of course, some of the most
buzzworthy cannabis companies, it is a destination everyone should add to their

bucket list.
Because of the Bay Area’s popularity, Oov Lifestyle wanted to give readers an inside
look at three trending cannabis brands: Blüm, Potli and LEVEL, which are changing the
industry as we know it. Just Another Jay’s Cameron Rexroat toured each headquarter to
discuss the operations, popular products and the overall target market of each cannacompany in this Oov Lifestyle exclusive.

POTLI HEADQUARTERS

BLÜM OAKLAND
Oakland, California • www.letsblum.com
Next time you’re in the Oakland area, make sure to leave
enough time to head to Blüm. The retail medical and adultuse cannabis facility assists visitors in finding their perfect
cannabis product whether it be flowers, concentrates or
edibles.
“You can see how beautiful the stores are,” says Amy
Oppedisano, vice president of marketing at Blüm. “When
I go through and read our reviews, a lot of people are
really surprised by how nice the dispensary is. Everybody’s

legitimate up-and-up industry,” says Oppedisano. “We care
about our patients, customers and the communities that we
operate in.”
What’s next for Blüm? Oppedisano wants the company to
“be everywhere” and hopes that the company’s unique flair
will one day be experienced by people all over the country.
Not heading towards Oakland anytime soon? No worries!
Blüm has additional locations throughout the West Coast
including Santa Ana, Las Vegas, Reno and soon-to-be San
Leandro, so everyone can enjoy the cannabis experience.

elevating their game when it comes to design, packaging or

POTLI HEADQUARTERS

style. This feels like a normal retail experience. It’s not scary.”

Downtown San Francisco, California • www.getpotli.com

Blüm stocks fan favorites such as Papa & Barkley, Dosist,

At Potli, co-founder Felicity Chen really knows how to make

Kush Queen and Mary’s Medicinals, and the company’s

life sweet. Alongside her business partner Christine Yi, the

budtenders provide consistent, friendly services to ensure

two women turned a side passion project into their very

everyone who shops there leaves with a positive experience.

own empire. Now, Potli — a cannabis-infused raw honey

“New customers would be surprised coming in here,”

— is making waves in the industry and rightfully so. The

says Oppedisano. “Most of this stuff looks like something

sticky sweet substance is meant to be easily integrated into

you’d buy at Whole Foods or Anthropologie. It’s not what a

your everyday life, changing the way people view cannabis

lot of people will expect to see at a cannabis company.”

products.

Besides offering the hottest cannabis strains and

Chen wanted to create a user-friendly product and, most

products, Blüm is also at the forefront when it comes

importantly, one that her mother would feel comfortable

to giving back to its communities and inclusivity in the

using.

workplace. The company gives away turkeys around

“My mom is an immigrant. I’m a second generation
Chinese-American and for Asian people in general, the

races and has even hosted a Pride event for the LGBTQ

negative impacts and implications of cannabis were always

community.

going to outweigh the benefits,” says Chen. “We wanted to

“We really want to showcase the cannabis industry as a
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create a product that she would understand.”

NICK ABELL

Thanksgiving, puts women in leadership roles, employs all

LEVEL

According to Chen, Potli markets to three types of
people: the canna-curious, beginners who are looking for less
intimidating products to incorporate into their routines; the

BLÜM OAKLAND

sublingual and orally-dosed products is completely
revolutionizing the industry at the moment.
“We have several different product lines,” says Chris

canna-moms and yoga mommies, who want to add some

Emerson, Ph.D., CEO of LEVEL. “We produce vape cartridges,

nutritional value into their wellness routine; and cannasseurs,

the PAX Era, microdose tablets, and a concentrated tablet

the people who incorporate cannabis into their everyday

that’s 25 milligrams. In each of those products, you can get

routine.

individualized, highly-enriched cannabinoids.”

“It’s a very broad spectrum of several groups of people,”
says Chen. “The commonality is using top ingredients.”
Each jar of Potli honey utilizes Grade A wildflower raw

LEVEL products are created from cannabis that is
produced on small farms that reside between coastal
Mendocino all the way up to the Arcata and Humboldt areas.

honey, which is farmed locally in Northern California, and

Because they work so closely with the small farms, LEVEL can

possesses all the beneficial properties of cannabis in both

ensure it is providing pesticide-free products to consumers.

CBD and THC dominant forms.
“Bees do all the magic,” says Chen. “Then we take it to
our manufacturing space and we infuse it.”
Without bees, Potli would cease to exist, which is why

The brand is all about providing cannabis users with a
“tool kit” that will help them achieve the different effects
they’re looking for.
“There are so many therapeutic benefits from

the company is committed to helping honey bees thrive.

cannabinoids that haven’t even been explored yet,” says

According to its website, for every batch of Potli honey sold,

Emerson. “It gives us the opportunity to create products so

the company will “build another sustainable, all natural hive”

that people have the ability to discover what’s going to work

for bees.

best for them.”

To learn different ways to use Potli in your everyday life,
head to www.getpotli.com to view recipes and tips!

LEVEL’s products contain a range of different
cannabinoids including THCA, delta-8 THC, CBD, CBDA, CBG,
THCV and soon to be released CBN.

LEVEL
San Francisco, California • www.levelblends.com

“I created products that I would use,” says Emerson. “I
don’t smoke and that’s where the tablet line came from.”
If you live in San Francisco, you’re in for an additional

If you live in the San Francisco area and have never

treat. LEVEL will deliver your online order within two hours,

experimented with LEVEL before, than get to it! LEVEL

seven days a week between 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.!

— a cannabinoid company — works to find the unique
cannabinoids in each plant to then productize it to the
masses. What the brand is releasing surrounding vape,

To watch the full episode of Oov Travels, visit www.oov.life.
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BY ANNE-MARIE FISCHER

People of cannabis:

First Nation and Indigenous Communities
Protect “Medicine of the Earth”

I

t is no secret that long histories of oppression, violence and colonization have
contributed to generational trauma for First Nation and Indigenous communities
on both sides of the Canada-United States border. In addition to struggling for

the preservation of their lands and cultures, cannabis has now become another thing
these communities must fight to defend.
When cannabis first became legalized in Colorado and California, the general
message to First Nation communities was that they could cultivate and sell cannabis
without much state intervention as long as it was kept out of the hands of minors.
The arrangement honored the independence of these groups and their right to selfgovern. This autonomy included the use of cannabis as the “medicine of the earth” in
Indigenous and First Nation rituals.
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FIGHTING FOR CANNABIS RIGHTS

individuals now face drug charges as a result. The question

Earlier this year, Attorney General Jeff Sessions rescinded the

being asked in Canada mirrors current sentiments in the

Cole Memorandum, which protected the sales of cannabis in

States: why should cannabis that is cultivated on reservation

legalized states from federal prosecution. Indigenous and First

lands be subject to government regulation and intervention?

Nation communities had enjoyed a relatively peaceful period

Despite the recent raid, the flag still flies high and

of cultivation, but in the absence of the Cole Memorandum’s

cannabis continues to be available. If past disputes are any

protection came new requirements.

indication, the trailer will continue to serve its community well

In California, Indigenous tribes who want to be involved

into legalization.

in the cultivation and sale of cannabis must be licensed
and adhere to all state guidelines. This has proven to be
complicated for these communities. Many feel racism has
played a role in their difficulties obtaining licenses.
“We have a couple individuals in the cannabis industry
that have been telling us they support us, but then are going
around behind our back and talking bad about the tribes.
We were here first. These are our nations. They put us out in
these remote areas and said, ‘Survive!’ and yet when we try to
survive, then they want to suppress us,” Utu Utu Gwaitu Paiute
chairwoman Tina Braithwaite told Rolling Stone last year. “The
state [of California] locked the tribes out of the market, and
it’s not fair.”

“MEDICINE OF THE EARTH”
Further north in Ontario, Canada, a Canadian flag with a

A HOPEFUL FUTURE WITH CANNABIS
On reservations like the one in Warm Springs, Oregon, which
is made up of Wasco, Warm Springs and Paiute tribes, the
situation is hopeful.
Indigenous groups are finding that selling cannabis both
on and off reservations is a way to provide employment
and perhaps even tackle substance abuse problems within
their communities. This reservation expects that their efforts
to construct a 4,000 square foot indoor grow facility will
eventually bring more money into their community than
gaming, which is typically the largest source of revenue for
tribes.
“We have to have a brighter future,” said one community
member to the L.A. Times, “and marijuana seems to be it.”
The history of cannabis and roles of cannabis in First

cannabis leaf in place of the maple leaf flies high above the

Nation and Indigenous populations in North America is too

Chippewas of Kettle and Stony Point First Nation Reserve. A

rich to relate in one article. Stay tuned for our next issue

sign that reads “Medicine of the Earth” is proudly displayed,

when we will explore “Medicine of the Earth” and gain insight

and a small trailer sells cannabis to the local community.

about cannabis from First Nation and Indigenous community

In August, the trailer was the subject of a raid and four

members.
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BY ANNE-MARIE FISCHER

A

parent’s first moments with their newborn baby can be among the
most joyous of their life, and that’s what Byrdie McCoy was looking
forward to as she neared the delivery of her second child. Sadly,

McCoy’s joy was taken from her once doctors learned she had been using
cannabis to treat her chronic pain.

personal health plans. Known to relieve inflammation and
block the receptors that cause the body to feel pain, millions
of people have turned to CBD as a natural method of pain
relief.
Empowered by her discovery, Byrdie was eager to share
the news about CBD with her doctor. She “was met with
a look of sheer judgment,” as her doctor looked down at
her and said, “I hope you know you’ll be drug tested upon
delivery.”
Despite Oregon being a trailblazer in cannabis
legalization, Child Protective Services still takes a punitive
approach to dealing with cannabis users who are parents.
They continue to investigate any report of cannabis use,
regardless of circumstance.
Byrdie was shocked that her medical discovery could
now possibly turn into grounds for having her children
taken away. “I couldn’t believe the amount of ignorance! I
was using CBD, not THC!” McCoy remarks. “I was telling her
about how cannabis was the only thing that was helping get

Byrdie’s Cannabis Journey

me through my pregnancy, and all I got was judgment in
return.”

Byrdie McCoy had never used cannabis before her second
pregnancy. “I didn’t like the way it made me feel because
growing up, I didn’t know how to use it,” says McCoy, a
health and wellness coach.
Racked with overwhelming pain, sciatica and
sleeplessness due to her pregnancy, McCoy turned to her
doctor for relief. What she got was a stack of prescriptions
that did nothing to help her pain or bring back her
equilibrium.
When her friend mentioned there was a cannabis
product that didn’t get you “high” and could help with pain,
McCoy made the decision to check out CBD (cannabidiol).
She tried CBD-infused edibles. “I felt amazing!” she said. “I
wondered why more people weren’t using it.”
The benefits of CBD are widely known within the
cannabis industry, and have started to creep into people’s
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Stripped of her joy
During her labor, doctors and nurses at the Portland, Oregon
hospital where she was giving birth kept reminding Byrdie,
often mid-contraction, of the imminent drug test she would
be receiving post-delivery.
Her beautiful child was born happy and healthy. It was
such a moment of joy for McCoy and her family, but that
joy was short-lived. “Here I was trying to enjoy my new son,
and they insisted that both my son and I get a drug test
immediately after birth,” McCoy explains. “They wanted to
do both a urine and stool sample [on] my child, and test me
as well. They ripped me of the joy of that special moment
[with] my son.”
One way of interpreting this is: because she had
disclosed to her doctor that she had been using CBD, she

An all too common
problem
Byrdie McCoy’s story highlights several areas
was being tested to determine if she was a “fit mother.”
Another layer of Byrdie McCoy’s story is that she is
black. “I have no doubt that this drug testing had to do with

of misinformation and illogical practice that
the cannabis community is still struggling to
overcome:

my color and the stigma that surrounds people of color and
cannabis. You see, for black people, cannabis is always seen

• Pregnant, nursing and postpartum mothers

as “weed,” a prohibited substance. White people get the

should not feel stigmatized for choosing

benefit of using “cannabis,” relieving themselves of cannabis’

cannabis over prescriptions for pregnancy-

racist past.”

related medical concerns such as morning

A newfound passion for cannabis advocacy
What happened to Byrdie McCoy after her mandatory

sickness, pain management, difficulties with
appetite and sleep, and postpartum depression
(PPD).

postpartum drug test was... nothing. She was discharged
from the hospital and never heard about the issue again. She

• Thirty states have medical cannabis programs,

received no letter from the hospital and no acknowledgment

nine states permit recreational sale and

of the way she had been treated. Had the doctors in the

use, and 64 percent of people support the

Portland hospital been a bit more educated about cannabis

legalization of cannabis in this country. It seems

use, perhaps McCoy’s first memories with her newborn child
would be happier.
McCoy’s story is a cautionary tale that the stigma
against cannabis still exists, especially when compounded
by race and gender discrimination. Sadly, this remains true in
even the most progressive of places. Byrdie McCoy was able

counterintuitive, then, that parents who use
cannabis are being threatened with intervention
by Child Protective Services.
• Preliminary studies show that within 60 minutes

to take back her power and go on to enjoy the beauty of her

of cannabis use, THC is stored within the fat

young, healthy and thriving new child.

of the body in the form of THC-COOH (the

As a result of her experiences, she has become a vocal
supporter of CBD and cannabis on her wellness website
byrdiesbabes.org, where she works with pregnant women

chemical detected by drug tests).
• At the same time, people of color are

who are inspired by her story and want to know more about

working against stigmas that have roots in

using CBD. “I want more people to know how powerful CBD

the community’s historic criminalization.

can be for pregnancy.”

Infuriatingly, people of color in the United

What message does Byrdie have for other women who
may find themselves in similar situations? “Women have
more power than they think. There’s so much out there to
learn about cannabis,” she says. “Educate yourself, empower

States are disproportionately targeted and are
almost four times more likely to be arrested for
cannabis possession than white people.

yourself with knowledge about what you put into your body.
Only you have the power to know your own body – take
back your own power and be your own health advocate.”
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Wine,
Cannabis
& Food
By Jamie Evans of The Herb Somm

ith summer behind us, fall’s savory flavors are

Three Festive Pairing Ideas
for Your Next Fall Feast

• alpha-Pinene: with aromas and flavors of pine

finding their way into our favorite dishes. September

trees, pine needle, wet wood, pine nut, dill and

and October are the months of harvest, one of the

rosemary.

most bountiful times of the year and perfect for celebrating autumn’s fresh vegetables, wine crush and
newly-cured cannabis. As shades of olive, gold and
crimson entice your senses, add some excitement
to the table by incorporating wine and cannabis
pairings that compliment your favorite fall foods.
While the art of pairing might seem intimidating at
first, creating the perfect cannabis + food + wine
combination is simple once you learn your terpene
profiles. This is all you need to know to create your
perfect fall matches!
If you are new to terpenes, they are organic

• beta-Caryophyllene: with aromas and flavors
of cloves, baking spices, black pepper and
cinnamon.
• Limonene: with aromas and flavors of lemon,
lime, grapefruit, blood orange and tangerine.
• Linalool: with aromas and flavors of citrus
blossom, violet, lavender, rose, lily and
geranium.
• Myrcene: with aromas and flavors of mixed
herbs, mushrooms, earthiness, forest floor,

compounds that give cannabis all of its beautiful

skunk and some tropical fruits such as mango

aromas and flavors. Terpenes are also found in many

or pineapple.

vegetables, plants, herbs, fruits and wine, which
make them incredibly easy to pair if you know how
to identify terpene characteristics.
While there are hundreds of terpene profiles in

• Nerolidol: with aromas and flavors of jasmine,
perfume, ginger flower and tea tree.
If you can identify these characteristics in wine,

cannabis, there are six primary terpenes that you

you can certainly find them in cannabis. All it takes

should be familiar with. These include:

is practice!

Once you are comfortable identifying terpenes, the
second concept for a great wine + cannabis pairing is to
think of balance. The weight of the wine should be balanced
with the weight of the cannabis strain. The weight of wine
is determined by the body and richness, while the weight of
cannabis is determined by the effect and potency. A simple
rule to remember is that for white wines, look for light,
uplifting strains and for bold red wines, look for heavier,
more sedating strains. For rosé wines, a hybrid strain might
be a great option depending on the terpene profile.
When pairing with cuisine, be sure to match the
key ingredients of the food to the terpene profile of the
cannabis and wine. You might also choose to contrast
flavors. For instance, if you are serving a spicy dish, select a
strain and wine that express sweet notes to counterbalance
the spicy flavors.
Remember, fall requires bolder wines and strains that
will pair well with hearty autumn foods. Here are three of
our favorite festive pairings for your next fall feast.

Viognier x Clementine

bodied white that can stand up to richer dishes like pumpkin

Rosé x Rosaberry

pie or curry. During the colder months, oak-aged Viognier

especially during the fall. Because rosé wines have higher

can develop a creamy texture that comforts the palate,

acidity and more neutral flavors, they pair exceptionally well

leading with aromas and flavors of tangerine, bright citrus,

with a wide selection of autumn foods. In the fall, a good rosé

apricot and honeysuckle. Viognier is also an excellent option

can help cut through rich, buttery flavors and cleanse the

for people who love white wines that are dry, but also soft

palate so you can enjoy every bite of your meal.

Viognier is a perfect wine for fall because it is a full-

and round on the palate.
One of the best cannabis pairings for Viognier is
Alpenglow Farms Clementine. This sativa-dominant strain
is a cross between Tangie and Lemon Skunk. As the name

Let’s be honest, rosé is great any time of the year,

Look for a more full-bodied rosé during the colder months.
These wines typically include heartier grapes such as cabernet
sauvignon, syrah or malbec.
A perfect pairing for a bolder style of rosé is Alpenglow

suggests, Clementine’s aromas lead with bright notes of

Farms Rosaberry. Fresh, aromatic and enticing, this unique

tangerine, orange marmalade and lemon rind, followed by

strain grown in southern Humboldt County presents aromas of

soft hints of baking spices and floral notes that bring depth.

wild strawberry, bright citrus and huckleberry followed by hints

This pairing works extremely well with pork loin roast,

of savory earth and herbal tea. Rosaberry is a cross between

orange-glazed chicken, honey-roasted root vegetables or

ACDC x Blueberry, which leads with high levels of CBD, making

lobster bisque. You can also combine this pairing with some

it very approachable for the new consumer. Because of the

spice for contrasting flavor. Look for Zaca Mesa Viognier

strain’s distinct red berry notes and hints of citrus from the

2016 paired with Alpenglow Farms Clementine.

terpene limonene, it is a perfect match for rosé.
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For cuisine, combine this pairing with grilled salmon,

complexity. You want to keep smelling the bud to fully

smoked meats, ratatouille or turkey with cranberry sauce.

appreciate all of the delicious aromas. It’s an excellent

Look for Susana Balbo Rosé 2017 paired with Alpenglow

match for Barbera because, due to myrcene, the wine and

Farms Rosaberry.

cannabis harmonize on the palate with wonderfully rich and

Barbera x Coyote Blue

earthy flavors that match fall’s seasonal offerings.

in your glass. Barbera is a fantastic grape to pair with

balsamic blueberry sauce. Look for Bruno Giacosa Barbera

because it is a medium-bodied, northern Italian red that

d’Alba paired with Alpenglow Farms Coyote Blue.

Fall dining is not complete without a luscious red wine

offers a wide range of aromas and flavors. These include

The best foods to pair with this combination include
braised lamb shank, vegetarian risotto and flank steak with

Above all, remember that your nose knows best when it

dark fruits, earth and spice notes. It is also one of the most

comes to wine + cannabis + food pairings. There are endless

food-friendly grapes in the world because of the wine’s

aroma and flavor combinations that can spice up any fall

crisp acidity and soft tannins. Because most “old world”

meal. Don’t be afraid to be adventurous and craft a pairing

Barbera expresses terroir, this wine makes a perfect pairing

menu that inspires the senses. Bon appétit!

with cannabis.
Alpenglow Farms Coyote Blue is an all-time favorite.
This signature strain begins with expressive blueberry
notes followed by exotic spice and earth. There is also a
savory component to the flower that adds structure and

Read more from Jamie Evans at theherbsomm.com.
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BAKED

Mini Pumpkin Pot Cookies
with THC Frosting
Recipe by Jamie Evans
@theherbsomm
INGREDIENTS:
Pumpkin Cookies:
2 cups all-purpose flour
1 egg
1 cup butter, softened
1 cup granulated sugar
1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. baking soda
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1∕2 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. ground cinnamon

DIRECTIONS:
Frosting:
2 tsp. butter
2 tsp. THC-infused cannabutter
1/4 cup packed brown sugar
1/8 cup milk
1/2 tsp. vanilla extract
3-4 cups powdered sugar

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. Use a hand mixer or
electric mixer to beat softened butter for 30-40 seconds. Next,
add in the sugar, baking powder, baking soda, salt, cinnamon and
nutmeg. Mix the ingredients until they’re well-combined and then
beat in the egg and vanilla extract. Beat in the pumpkin and flour
until the mixture becomes a sticky dough. Scrape the sides of the
bowl with a wooden spoon to mix in any remaining flour.

Cane sugar, ground cinnamon
and nutmeg for sprinkling on

2. Using an ungreased cookie sheet, place each teaspoon of dough

top

2-3 inches apart, leaving room for them to expand. Bake the

1/2 tsp. ground nutmeg

cookies for 10-12 minutes or until the edges become golden brown.

1 can (15 oz.) of pumpkin

Remove from heat and set aside to cool.
3. Begin making the THC-infused frosting: in a small pan, heat the
salted butter, cannabutter and brown sugar until melted. While
heating, use a spoon to mix these ingredients together. Do not let

NOTES:

the butter reach boiling point at any time. Once melted, transfer
the mixture to a large mixing bowl. Stir in the milk and vanilla

This recipe assumes 10 mg of THC per teaspoon of cannabutter

extract, and gradually add in the powdered sugar one cup at a

(6 teaspoons total in frosting), which equates to 2 mg of THC

time. Keep mixing until the frosting is smooth and consistent.

per cookie. Be aware that when you infuse butter, THC levels can
greatly vary, so be sure to know your product well before using

4. Once your THC-infused frosting is ready, spread it evenly onto

and be mindful of your metabolism. Remember the golden rule:

each mini cookie, making sure each one has the same amount.

go low, start slow.

Sprinkle with additional cinnamon and organic cane sugar, if
desired. Serve and enjoy!
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CBD-Infused Pumpkin
Chamomile Tart

Recipe by Erin Willis
@mother_indica
INGREDIENTS:

CBD-Infused Graham Cracker Chamomile Pie Crust:

DIRECTIONS FOR PIE CRUST:

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit.

10 mg CBD total

2. If starting out with full-sheet graham crackers, use a food processor or blender

1.5 cups graham cracker crumbs (about 10 full sheets)

to grind them up until they have a sandy texture. Otherwise, place graham

4 tsp. unsalted butter, melted

crackers in a zipped plastic bag and crush them using a rolling pin.

2 tsp. chamomile CBD-infused coconut oil (or regular

3. In a medium bowl, mix the graham cracker crumbs, melted butter, coconut oil

coconut oil), melted

and brown sugar with a rubber spatula until combined. The mixture should be

1/3 cup brown sugar
2 tsp. cinnamon

thick, coarse and granulated.

4. Press the mixture into the bottom and sides of a 9-10 inch dish or pan. Make
sure the crust mixture is tight, compact and thick. I use the bottom of a flat

Pumpkin Pie Filling:
Serves 8-10, 64 mg CBD total

measuring cup to even out the bottoms and a butter knife to make the sides even.

5. Pre-bake crust for 7-8 minutes. Cool completely before filling.

2 cups organic pumpkin puree (fresh or canned)
3 eggs

DIRECTIONS FOR PUMPKIN PIE:

1/2 cup raw honey (I use Potli ‘Coming Down’ CBD

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit.

honey)
2 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. nutmeg
1/4 tsp. clove
1 tsp. vanilla extract

2. Mix pumpkin puree, eggs, honey, vanilla extract and spices together in a large
bowl until all ingredients are well combined.

3. Pour pumpkin mixture into cooled pie crust.
4. Cover the edges of pie crust with foil to avoid burning.
5. Bake pumpkin pie for 45-50 minutes, or until the pie is golden brown and the
center is set.
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BAKED

Hemp Honey Spiced
Pumpkin Cake
Recipe by Nimisha Gandhi
@mooncyclenutrition

DIRECTIONS:

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit and grease a 9x13

INGREDIENTS:

baking dish or two 8-inch round cake pans with coconut oil and set

Spiced Pumpkin Cake:

Hemp Honey Cream

4 eggs

Cheese Frosting:

15 oz. pumpkin

8 oz. vegan cream cheese,

1 cup coconut sugar

softened

1 cup coconut oil

1/3 cup vegan butter,

1 tsp. pure vanilla extract

softened

2 cups all-purpose gluten-

3 tbsp. Potli Honey

free flour

2 tsp. powdered sugar

aside.
2. In a large mixing bowl, combine the wet ingredients together
using a whisk or electric mixer.
3. In a separate mixing bowl, combine the dry ingredients until
smooth.
4. Pour the batter into the baking dish.

2 tsp. pumpkin spice
1 tbsp. maca root powder

5. Bake for 20-30 minutes, until a toothpick inserted in the center

(optional)

comes out clean.

1 tbsp. grass-fed collagen
powder (optional)
2 tsp. freshly grated ginger

6. Remove from the oven and allow to cool before removing from
the dish, about 15 minutes.

2 tsp. baking powder

7. While the cake is baking, make the frosting: combine cream

1 tsp. baking soda

cheese and butter in a bowl and mix with an electric mixer until

1/2 tsp. fine sea salt

smooth. Slowly stir in the honey and powdered sugar until you
achieve a smooth consistency. Taste and adjust sweetness level as
desired.
8. When the cake has cooled, spread the frosting over the cake
generously using a butter knife or icing spatula.
9. Store the cake in a very cool place until ready to serve.
*This cake pairs perfectly with chai, coffee or dandelion root tea.
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WYLD celebrates what our Pacific Northwest provides us by creating treats that
coincide with our ambitions and adventurous lifestyles.
Climb cliffs and hike trails; explore our rivers, lakes, oceans, and mountains.
Enjoy what brings us together and let WYLD keep us coming back.

www.wyldcanna.com

#LIVELIFEWYLD

wellness + cannabis

wellness beyond cannabis:

5 Ways Nitsa Citrine Takes
Care of Her Mind & Body
@nitsacitrine

1. DAILY TEA MEDITATION

We love starting our day with tea meditation because
it puts us in a grateful, mindful headspace. Focusing on
every step of making your tea—pouring it, taking in its
scent, feeling the warmth of the cup in your hands—
clears your head. It also makes time and space for you
to appreciate this moment, and all the moments that will
come together to make up your day.

2. EATING AN ORGANIC, LOCAL, PLANT-BASED DIET
Putting high quality, whole foods into your body is

important, but sourcing our ingredients from folks who
are local and whose processes are ethical makes us feel
like we’re taking care of our communities, as well as
ourselves.

3. INFRARED SAUNA SESSIONS

Infrared sauna sessions are great for a ton of reasons:
they increase metabolism, boost your immune system
and stimulate your sweat glands. Sweating lets your body
release any stored up toxins, which is also amazing for
your skin.

4. ESSENTIAL OIL-INFUSED BATHS

For anything that ails you, there’s a perfect essential oil
to provide you with relief. Bathing with essential oils is a
great way to get the most out of the experience. Not only
does your skin absorb the oil, but you are also breathing
in the wonderful scent of your chosen essences.

5. MAKING LOVE

Sex is great for so many reasons beyond the obvious. It’s
also perfect for releasing stress, improving your immune
system and lowering your blood pressure. Don’t forget
that it also counts as exercise!
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For Preconception, Pregnancy, Postpartum, and the Rest of Your Life!

Childbirth Education Classes • Depth Hypnosis Therapy • Yes to Me Mini Meditations
Pregnancy, Birth and Beyond Audio Relaxation Program • & More
In-Class participation in San Francisco, Live Stream On-Line,
and Video & Audio Purchase
www.rachelyellin.com
Free Relaxing into Pregnancy Audio Download at RachelYellin.com/Oov

wellness + cannabis

cannabis in pregnancy
SUMMARIZED BY NICOLE FONZINO

D

r. Michele Ross, PhD, MBA is both a cannabinoid medi-

backed studies that uses a natural treatment like cannabis as

cine researcher and a cannabis patient. As the CEO of

an alternative to pharmaceuticals.

Infused Health, an online platform for cannabis coach-

“If you’re a recovering opioid addict, you need something

ing, Dr. Ross has dedicated her career to showing others how

to help you maintain your sobriety,” she explains. “It’s way

they can integrate cannabis to benefit their health.

better for you to be on cannabis than opioids. So we have no

She first began her cannabis research when she encoun-

judgement about where mothers are in their journey through

tered a nerve injury in her hand. She had tried “everything” to

motherhood, and I think that using THC or CBD again is still

resolve it to no avail. It wasn’t until she introduced cannabis

safer than many of the other things they could be consuming,

into her routine that she saw some concrete results. After

whether they’re illegal drugs, alcohol or pharmaceuticals.”

continued use, she recovered from her injury, leaving her with

In addition to helping adults with opioid addictions, Dr.

a deep appreciation for the herb that often garners a bad rap

Ross believes that theoretically in the future, hospitals could

in the medical community.

be using CBD to treat babies that are born from opioid-

“I just consume, integrate and find new ways to translate

addicted mothers. Unfortunately right now, the treatment for

all the new research studies that are coming out into practical

babies with opioid addictions is morphine, which suppresses

ways people can use cannabis to better their health,” she says.

neurogenesis and can decrease brain function development.

Her strong views on cannabis have garnered skepticism

“Imagine instead of giving these babies morphine, we

from her medical peers, especially when it comes to the

gave these babies CBD? And CBD actually boosts neurogen-

controversial conversation about using cannabis during

esis. So not only are we helping them with their addiction,

pregnancy.

but we’re actually helping them regrow brain cells and sort of

“I come from this as a neuroscientist, a medical profes-

catch them up to speed, because they were spending a lot of

sional. Most doctors are actually amazed that I say, ‘Okay, I

time in the mother’s belly and their brain was not developing

think cannabis is something that should be considered for

at the right speed because of those drugs,” she says.

pregnancy and breastfeeding,’” says Dr. Ross. “I’m a little bit

Dr. Ross wants people to realize that there are other,

ostracized sometimes by the community, but if you look at the

more natural options out there for people, especially women,

research papers, there’s a lot of data that says this is safe.”

who have been suffering health-wise. She encourages ev-

While she emphasizes that women should refrain from
smoking while pregnant because toxins such as ammonia are
released during burning, Dr. Ross believes the use of properly

eryone to take their health into their own hands and do the
research.
“All I want is for women to have a choice and be educat-

dosed edibles, tinctures and additional methods are best for

ed on these options. You don’t have to explore them if it’s not

pregnant and postpartum moms.

right for you, but at least know that it exists because it’s your

Cannabis use during pregnancy may be a loaded topic, but Dr. Ross ultimately wants to create a discussion with
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body and you have the right to know what is the best treatment for yourself.”
*Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the contributor.
Please consult with your healthcare provider before beginning any treatments or taking any
medications. Please refer back to our medical disclaimer in our Table of Contents.
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Dr. Michele Ross
Here to help you make an
informed decision on whether
cannabis is right for you.

Online Course Available on Cannabis & Motherhood
Learn about the safety and risks of using cannabis or CBD as a mom
during pregnancy, breastfeeding and parenting.
GET DR. ROSS’ COURSE AND SAVE 25%
when you use code OOV25OFF at bit.ly/InfusedHealthxOov

in bed with mary jane

My Search For The Ultimate Orgasm...
With Cannabis
BY LIZ KLINGER OF LIONESS

I

have the best job in the world: I make vibrators for a living.

One of the most fascinating experiences I’ve had while

Not just any vibrators, smart vibrators. That means I make

making smart sex toys is seeing the wide range of effects can-

pleasure products (and an app) that are designed to track

nabis can have on pleasure.

people’s pleasures and orgasms.
Like cannabis, sexual pleasure is a topic that often feels

People may scratch their heads and go, “Duh, Liz. Of
course cannabis affects your sexual pleasure,” to which I say,

inappropriate to talk about in most situations. By starting my

“Yes, but now we can see how, and the variety of ways dif-

company, Lioness, we’ve carved out our own corner of the in-

ferent individuals can experience that pleasure.” Effects vary

ternet where we can talk about pleasure freely and learn what

depending on the person, the type of cannabis and the form

we should have learned back in school and then some! Even

the cannabis is in.

longtime sexperts can learn something illuminating about

For ages, people in the sex toy industry have wondered

themselves and sexual pleasure. Similar to how an athlete can

how they can provide new and different experiences to their

improve his or her technique, we can also improve upon our

customers. Now, with some handy SFW charts, we have a way

own understanding of sexual pleasure.

of showing how cannabis can change up the experience.
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PAX ORANGE DANK SATIVA VAPE
I’m eager to talk about this option first because it helped me

FORCE

40

finish the fastest. Usually I like to take my time, but techniques

20

like edging can help heighten my experience with or without
cannabis. Apparently, that’s not the case with this sativa vape!
0

I finished in half the time I expected, and my body has reacted

240

245

250

255

260

265

270

275

this way pretty consistently each time I’ve tried it.
When to use this: If I’m looking for a quickie!
0

50

100

PAX VANILLA KUSH INDICA VAPE

150

200

250

SECONDS

After trying the sativa vape, I had to try an indica one. Unlike
sativa, indica tends to chill people out (myself included), so I
was curious what an indica strain would do to my orgasms. I

60

It reminded me of an experience I had back in college when I
was in Amsterdam. I ate a mysterious edible, had sex with my

FORCE

was able to take my time and had a nice, pleasurable orgasm.

then-boyfriend, had a great orgasm and promptly fell asleep.

40

20

When to use this: When I want to have an orgasm before falling into a deep slumber or when I want to feel like I’m rocking

0

back and forth in the middle of a peaceful ocean.

520

530

540

550

560

570

580

PAPA & BARKLEY CBD TINCTURE
0

I’ve tried a few CBD-only tinctures before and didn’t really

100

200

300

400

500

SECONDS

notice any significant changes to my experience. This time
wasn’t any different. Granted, CBD does offer other benefits
for me, including helping me with anxiety and easing body
aches. It’s my most go-to product. In terms of sex, however,

60

When to use this: If I’m stressed, but not specifically for
changing up my sexy times.

FORCE

it’s neither an aphrodisiac nor a mood killer.
40

20

QUIM ROCK CURIOUS LUBRICANT
Everyone’s curious about cannabis lubricants, myself included.

0
560

I previously tried another lubricant and wasn’t very impressed,

570

580

590

600

610

620

630

so I wasn’t sure if Quim Rock would be any different.
I’m happy to report that the experience was pretty spectacular.
I had a sample of this lubricant and applied all 13 mg. The

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

SECONDS
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in bed with mary jane

60

tried something like this before, I was feeling cocky. I waited

40
FORCE

brand recommends starting with 5-10 mg, but because I’ve
the instructed 20 minutes to let the lube kick in and then took

20

my Lioness for a spin. I had one orgasm and then a second,
which doesn’t typically happen for me. I probably could have
0

had a third, but I called it a day and got ready for bed. That

400

was when the magic started to happen.

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

• 2 a.m. Saturday: Woke up horny as hell, but was too
tired to do anything about it. I went back to sleep.
• 6 a.m. Saturday: Still horny, but I needed to start my day.

0

200

400

• 2 p.m. Saturday: Still felt pretty interested.

600

800

1000

SECONDS

• 9 a.m. Sunday: Still!
The effects lingered a lot longer than I had anticipated.
Fortunately, it happened on a weekend when not much was

60

going on. It would have been extremely frustrating to use this
when I couldn’t act on my desires.

of orgasms. Make sure you set aside the entire weekend. If
you have a partner, make sure he/she doesn’t have any plans

40
FORCE

When to use this: If you want to become the Energizer Bunny

20

either.
0
1,110

0

1,120

200

1,130

400

1,140

600

1,150

800

1,160

1,170

1,180

1000

SECONDS

IN CONCLUSION: CURIOSITY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE
I see cannabis as a way to add variety to your sexual repertoire. If I want something quick, I would use a sativa vape. If
I want a sex-filled weekend staycation, I would reach for my
cannabis lube. If I’m looking for a wild experience that will
take me by surprise, an edible will always do the trick.
Of course, there are things other than cannabis that can
change up your sexual experience. Everything is worth exploring since sexuality varies from person to person! The bottom
line? The more we try, the more we know and the more adventures there are to be had!
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WORKING TO EMPOWER WOMEN AT THE ROOT LEVEL
AND FORWARD THE NORMALIZATION OF CANNABIS
WWW.TOKEATIVITY.COM

cannabis timeline

A

cross Washington, D.C., Maryland and
Ohio, Shawnta Hopkins-Greene has
been spreading access to medical

cannabis one card registration at a time.
Referring to herself as a “voice for the
voiceless,” Hopkins-Greene is fueled by the
belief that no one should have to choose
between medical cannabis and ineffective
medical treatments because of the difference in
cost. “The request was made to me,” she says,
to provide cannabis education, medical access
and equity across the United States.
We have chosen to spotlight Shawnta
Hopkins-Greene in our first Cannabis Timeline.
The following is a snapshot of her career.

ELIZABETH CARTER

Launches the nonprofit Compassionate
Alternatives to provide cannabis
education programs to families whose
members are undergoing medical
cannabis therapies.

2013
Begins MyCannX (formerly known
as DC Cannabis Card), a cannabis
patient-registration portal that
helps people learn about access to
cannabis prescriptions.
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2014

2015
Works with seven dispensaries
across Washington, D.C., Maryland
and Ohio to obtain licenses for
medical cannabis sales. All seven
are rewarded licenses.

“No one should have to
choose between accessing
their medical cannabis
options and staying on a
path with prescription
drugs that aren’t providing
the best result.”

Most recently, Shawnta
Hopkins-Greene has been working
with legal states in her jurisdiction
to provide legal and affordable
access to medical cannabis
registration, including a universal,
affordable registration fee.

Hopkins-Greene becomes focused on
dispensary training and ensuring a
positive patient experience, developing
an in-house training program for
dispensary employees. Simultaneously,
she begins developing the framework for
community-based cannabis education.

2015

Launches a free community-based
education program, which focuses
on “sensitivity training” to help
everyone understand the reasons
why people use medical cannabis,
thereby reducing stigma.

2016
Along with her team at MyCannX and several important
stakeholders, Hopkins-Greene develops a communitybased cannabis education program, which focuses on
educating the general public – not just cannabis users –
to help communities better understand cannabis use.

2017
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highly productive

to maintain your productivity. Infusing
butters, oils and tinctures is an easy
process with the equipment available
from magicalbutter.com.
EDUCATE YOURSELF.
If you are using cannabis as a
productivity tool, I would strongly
suggest you do some research into
the type of herbs you are consuming.
By educating yourself on the type
of strain, terpene profile and form of
consumption, you are setting yourself

How to Stay Productive
as a Cannabis Consumer

up for greater success than if you
don’t. Doing this will help you control
consumption, having a more predictable
outcome and informing you about the
BY GARYN ANGEL

effects different strains have on your
wellbeing. If you find that you need

TAKE IT SLOW.

economical approach and will reduce

more energy, there’s a cannabis option

your consumption by up to 50 percent

for that. If you need to tap into your

introducing cannabis to your body for

or more. This is effective because it

creative side, there’s a strain for that,

productivity purposes, it’s essential

means people will be able to use less

too.

to slowly sensitize your body to it.

medicine and experience improved

This ensures that you get the optimal

results.

As you can probably imagine, when

benefits at the lowest, effective dose
without any negative side effects.
Using the correct dose is the single

INFUSE YOUR FOOD.
As the creator of MagicalButter, I

SET YOUR INTENTIONS.
In my opinion, not enough people
realize the importance of this step.
Everyday when I wake up, I meditate

am a strong advocate for the infusing

on what I want to manifest into reality

of cannabis into foods. By infusing

that day. Then, I medicate while

herbs into specific foods, consumers

continuing to ruminate on what I want

can help the endocannabinoid system

to see appear in my life long-term. I

function optimally, which is essential

believe that in order to use cannabis

for both mental and physical health.

as a productivity tool, it’s essential to

Infusing foods also makes consuming

set your intentions for the day before

cannabis easy and will help you aid

medicating, which will become your key

your productivity without having to

to staying on track. Cannabis helps me

cannabis consumer is by switching up

take time to prepare as you can meal

imagine what I am going to manifest

your methods of consumption. I’ve

prep your infused items. By adding

that day, and the path of what it will

found that occasionally switching from

these foods into to your daily routine,

take to get there. Jotting down those

inhalation to edibles has had many

you can make your cannabis use more

intentions in a journal allows me to

benefits for me and those around

effective, improving your health and

visualize my goals clearly and then

me. Using a tincture can be a more

helping achieve the balance needed

execute.

most important factor in having a
successful, therapeutic relationship with
cannabis. A popular way to do this is via
microdosing. Microdosing is a great way
to feel good and also save money by
reducing your cannabis usage.
SWITCH IT UP.
Another way to be a productive
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APPAREL
T-SHIRTS • TANKS • CAPS • PHONE CASES

SHOP OUR FULL LINE AT:
WWW.OOV.LIFE

APPROVED

The Benefits of Adding
An Elixir To Your
CBD Beauty Regimen

I

DIRTY LEMON’s +cbd product is
available to purchase at dirtylemon.com
or via text at 917-588-0640.

t seems as though CBD is absolutely everywhere we look

it. No, we’re not talking about brownies. Elixirs are a great

lately!

way to get your daily dose of CBD on the go. The term elixir

Almost everyone has something positive to say

about CBD, and the beauty industry is no exception.
Beauty gurus swear by the skincare benefits of cannabidiol,

is a fancy way of describing any beverage that delivers a
medicinal ingredient (in this case CBD).
DIRTY LEMON, a therapeutic beverage company based

which include reducing and regulating oil production, and

in New York City, recently launched +cbd, a new elixir that

minimizing moisture loss. CBD is also anti-inflammatory non-

offers the same benefits as a topical cream, but in an easy-to-

comedogenic and anti-aging.

drink form. To ensure each bottle of +cbd contains 20 mg of

Traditionally, using a cream, balm or oil has been the

high-grade CBD, DIRTY LEMON worked with Beboe to make

easiest way to make CBD part of your wellness routine, but

certain that they are providing the highest quality product

now there’s another delivery method to consider: ingesting

possible.
Why choose an elixir over an oil or salve? The folks at
DIRTY LEMON filled us in on the benefits of drinking your
medicine.
In order to administer your elixir correctly, try these tips:
• Hold each sip under your tongue for a few seconds
before swallowing. This will speed up absorption into the
bloodstream
• Enjoy your +cbd on an empty stomach to assist in
digestion
It can take as little as 20 minutes for CBD to kick in, and
its effects may last 4-6 hours. Be attentive and mindful of your
experience and adjust your dosage slowly in order to have the
best, most personalized +cbd experience possible.
Pass the bottle, we are ready to take a sip.
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a curated collection of modern smoking accessories
open in Los Angeles | shop online 24/7

directory/events

DIRECTORY
ANNABIS ODOR
PROOF BAGS
www.annabisstyle.com
bit.ly/AnnabisxOov

Events
HARVEST
San Francisco, CA
www.harvestshop.com

APOTHECARIUM
San Francisco, CA
www.apothecarium.com

HERBAL BLENDS
Brooklyn, NY
www.herbalblend.co
bit.ly/HerbalBlendsxOov

BLAZED AND AMUSED
CANNABIS LIFESTYLE
San Diego, CA
www.shezblazed.com

INDA CREATIONS
www.indacreations.com
bit.ly/IndaxOov
10% off with code: OovLife

BLOOM ROOM
San Francisco, CA
www.bloomroomsf.com

INFUSED HEALTH
www.infusedhealth.com
bit.ly/InfusedHealthxOov
25% off with code: Oov25Off

BARBARY COAST COLLECTIVE
San Francisco, CA
www.barbarycoastsf.org
CRAVE SKINCARE
www.craveskincare.com
bit.ly/CraveXOov
DERMA E SKINCARE
www.dermae.com
bit.ly/DermaexOov
DETOX MARKET
www.thedetoxmarket.com
bit.ly/DetoxMarketxOov
20% off with code: Essentials20
ELEVATE JANE
Los Angeles, CA
www.elevatejane.com
bit.ly/ElevateJanexOov
FORIA
www.foriawellness.com
bit.ly/ForiaxOov
GRASS ROOTS
San Francisco, CA
www.grassrootssf.com

KALI
www.kaliboxes.com
bit.ly/KalixOov
MEDITHRIVE
San Francisco, CA
www.medithrive.com
SAVA
Oakland, CA
www.getsava.com
www.getsava.com/oov
SPARC
San Francisco, CA
www.sparcsf.org
TOKEATIVITY
San Francisco, CA
www.tokeativity.com
bit.ly/TokeativityxOov
YES TO BIRTH!
San Francisco, CA
www.rachelyellin.com
www.rachelyellin.com/oov

Visit our Oov sales link for discounts and savings.
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PUFF, PASS & PAINT
WHEN: Now until December 30
WHERE: Sessions held in Denver,
Portland, Washington D.C., Las Vegas,
San Francisco and Oakland
FEE: $39
VISIT: bit.ly/PuffPassPaint2018

OOV LIFE: A DAY OF WELLNESS &
CANNABIS EXPLORATION
WHEN: November 3
TIME: 10 AM-3 PM
WHERE: Harmonia Wellness & Social Club
2200 Marinship Way
Sausalito, CA
FEE: $125 for All-Day Ticket
$40 for Open House Only
VISIT: bit.ly/OovLifestyle

MARY JANE UNIVERSITY OPEN HOUSE
WHEN: November 4
TIME: 1-3 PM
WHERE: Palm Springs, CA
FEE: Free
VISIT: bit.ly/MJUniversity

THE EMERALD CUP
WHEN: December 15-16
WHERE: Sonoma County Fairgrounds
1350 Bennett Valley Road
Santa Rosa, CA
FEE: $120-$499
VISIT: www.theemeraldcup.com/tickets

SUSHI + DOOBIE ROLLING WORKSHOP
WHEN: February 23
TIME: 4:20-10 PM
WHERE: Culver City, CA
FEE: $200-$250
VISIT: bit.ly/RollingWorkshop

MOONLIT MOVEABLE FEAST
WHEN: May 18
TIME: 6-11 PM
WHERE: Joshua Tree, CA
FEE: $500
VISIT: bit.ly/Moonlit2019

Keep it discreet.

LUXURY ODOR-PROOF ACCESORIES

annabisstyle.com

get THE DIGITAL VERSION
View Oov Lifestyle online for the digital experience
featuring video interviews, programs and more.
www.oov.life

